1. This session’s information will be useful to me in my job (and/or my personal life).
2. The description matched what I experienced in the session.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Over all, this was a good session.

Open-ended feedback:

- ✓
- Always a great presenter! Always good info!
- Always an excellent presenter. Very engaging & useful information to take back to my school.
- Always my favorite presenter!
- Best one so far!
- Big fan. It was great. Awesome. You are passionate and knowledgeable.
- Do, or do not [do UDL]. There is no try. Thanks!
- Excellent! Thank you.
- Great presentation. Entertaining & informative. Rare and awesome combo.
- Great style & clear, usable info. Thank you.
- I make sure I come by your session every year!
- Loved it!
- Nicely done. Well presented & organized. Practical tips. Thank you!
- One word: showmanship! Thirteen words: I hope the enthusiasm I have now isn’t easily quashed back on campus. Thanks, Tom!
- So practical + fun . . . thank you!
- Thank you deeply for being an advocate for ACCESS to meaningful and engaging learning. I salute you.
- Thank you for clarifying UDL is not accommodations!
- Thank you!
- This was a great session. I was familiar with a lot of the UDL tenets, but not as much in practice.
- Thomas was very engaging! I loved the way he broke down the Universal Design strategy and incorporated the Brightspace tools.
- Very engaging & informative! Thank you!! 😊
- Very engaging presenter.